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New Updated 2nd Edition (With Free Bonus) | Learn Insider Secrets on How to Survive in the
Woods!*Includes new chapter: The Survival Rules of Three, as well as additional content on
shelter building, laying out a base camp, what to eat, and toileting.*Are you ready for survival in
the wilderness? Would you know how to provide shelter, food and water for you and your loved
ones?You may be living a comfortable life right now, but that could soon change…Get Your Copy
of ‘Outdoor Survival’A natural disaster could wipe out your entire area. Or you might have to
escape and find shelter after an attack.In 2020, the coronavirus pandemic shook the world. Also,
natural disasters like hurricanes Michael and Sandy have hit the country, killing thousands of
people and leaving many more people homeless and injured. And what about the devastating
2018 California wildfires?If that were to happen in your area, would you know how to
find:ShelterFood, andWater?This book 'Outdoor Survival: The Ultimate Outdoor Survival Guide
for Staying Alive and Surviving In The Wilderness’ is all you need.Why You Should Check Out
‘Outdoor Survival’This survival handbook is jam-packed with survival tips and tactics like how to
hunt, how to set traps, how to make weapons, building an outdoor fireplace and the best survival
foods. In short: you'll learn how to stay alive in the woods. By reading this book you will learn all
the outdoor survival skills and hacks you need to warrant long-term survival!Take your survival
prepping seriously, NOW. And you can be confident that you (and your loved ones!) will be safe
and endure in the wilderness in case of an attack, crisis or doomsday.Here’s What You Will
Learn:The Mindset Of A SurvivorHow To Prepare Your Survival KitHow To Make A Base Camp
In The WildernessHow To Find, Purify and Preserve WaterHow To Find and Preserve FoodHow
To Make A FireHow To Defend YourselfHow To Apply First-AidAnd So Much More!Finally, as a
FREE & EXCLUSIVE BONUS, you’re also getting the chapter ‘Introduction to SHTF Prepping’
from my popular book ‘SHTF Prepping: The Proven Insider Secrets for Survival, Doomsday and
Disaster Preparedness.’TODAY Is The Time For Survival Prepping! If you prepare yourself now,
you will know what to do to make it out alive and prosper when others panic.Let’s get started,
shall we?PAPERBACK EDITION: Kindle edition for FREE with purchase of paperback.Take
action now! Scroll to the top of this page and click the ‘Buy Now’ button.

About the AuthorGavin Williams lives in Leavenworth, with his wife, two sons and their dog (an
Irish wolfhound).He loves to explore the outdoors, often with his dog. Surviving in the
wilderness, going back to the essence of what it means to be a man, is what makes him
tick. From a very young age, when his father would take him out camping in the wilderness, he
learned how to survive with the bare minimum. He knows how to make a shelter from only
natural materials, how to read animal trails to find food and water, how to make a fire. And he
wants to share his expertise. Gavin is the author of a number of books on exploring the outdoors,



including:- Outdoor Survival: The Ultimate Outdoor Survival Guide for Staying Alive and
Surviving In The Wilderness- SHTF Prepping: The Proven Insider Secrets For Survival,
Doomsday and Disaster PreparednessMeanwhile, he is writing more books on surviving
outdoors, so keep a lookout for that!Review"This book reads like an older brother, or father
teaching you the basics skills for survival. With no extra fluff, or unnecessary stories to get the
points across, but strictly practical, actionable advice for staying alive." - JD "If you are planning
a camping trip to the forest soon you really need to have this book!" - Jay Roberts"This is a good
straight to the point book, not some popular nonsense from reality shows. It's written for common
citizens, not for military trained specialists. Even if you don't get outside your house often, it's
useful to know first aid and how to make a fire." - Darya"This is a great book for survival
techniques, a must have to know how to prepare for an emergency." - Crowlady"Good book to
assist you when you are looking to live through in the wild. I like how the book explains in detail
things you must do in order to survive. When we are in the wild in a emergency, the book will
definitely help us stay alive." - F&M --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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OUTDOOR SURVIVALThe Ultimate Outdoor Survival Guide for Staying Alive and SurvivingIn
The Wilderness(2nd Edition)Gavin Williams© Copyright 2018 2rd Edition by Gavin Williams. All
rights reserved.In no way is it legal to reproduce, duplicate, or transmit any part of this document
in either electronic means or in printed format. Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited
and any storage of this document is not allowed unless with written permission from the
publisher.The information provided herein is stated to be truthful and consistent, in that any
liability, in terms of inattention or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any policies, processes, or
directions contained within is the solitary and utter responsibility of the recipient reader. Under
no circumstances will any legal responsibility or blame be held against the author for any
reparation, damages, or monetary loss due to the information herein, either directly or
indirectly.The information herein is offered for informational purposes solely, and is universal as
so. The presentation of the information is without contract or any type of guarantee
assurance.Medical Disclaimer: This book does not contain any medical advice. The ideas and
suggestions contained in this book are not intended as a substitute for consulting with your
doctor. All matters regarding your health require medical supervision.ERRORSPlease contact
me if you find any errors.My publisher and I have taken every effort to ensure the quality and
correctness of this book. However, after going over the book draft time and again, we sometimes
don't see the forest for the trees anymore.If you notice any errors, I would really appreciate it if
you could contact me directly before taking any other action. This allows me to quickly fix
it.Errors: errors@semsoli.comREVIEWSReviews and feedback help improve this book and the
author.If you enjoy this book, I would greatly appreciate it if you were able to take a few moments
to share your opinion and post a review on Ebook Tops.BY THE SAME AUTHORTable of
ContentsINTRODUCTION1. THE SURVIVAL RULES OF THREEThree Minutes Without
AirThree Hours Without ShelterThree Days Without WaterThree Weeks Without FoodThree
Months Without Hope2. THE MINDSET OF A SURVIVORThe Survivor’s MindsetWhat Is A
Survivor’s MindsetHow You Can Adopt A Survivor’s Mindset3. HOW TO PREPARE YOUR
SURVIVAL KITThe First-Tier ToolsThe Second-Tier Tools4. HOW TO MAKE A BASE CAMP IN
THE WILDERNESSChoose a LocationPrepare the Location and Gather Necessary
MaterialsMake Your ShelterWhere To Do Number Two?5. HOW TO FIND WATERListen For
Water SourcesLook For Animal TracksMove DownhillFind InsectsFind Damp Or Muddy
SoilCollect Rainwater6. HOW TO PURIFY WATERFilteringBoilingChemicalsSolar Energy7.
HOW TO PRESERVE WATERCommercial Water BottlesWater BarrelsRain Catchment
Systems8. HOW TO MAKE A FIREWhat You Need To Make A FireHow To Make A Fire With A
LighterHow To Make a Fire Without Matches Or A Lighter9. HOW TO FIND FOODPrepare By
Stocking FoodsForaging For FoodHunting And Setting TrapsGardening10. HOW TO
PRESERVE FOODThe Basics Of Food PreservationKeep It FrozenKeep It CoolDehydrate It11.
HOW TO DEFEND YOURSELFImprovise Your WeaponryMaster A Few Hands-On Self-Defense
Techniques12. HOW TO APPLY FIRST AIDFirst Aid BasicsThe First Aid KitMaintain A Survivor’s
Mindset13. CONCLUSION14. BONUS CHAPTER: INTRODUCTION TO SHTF



PREPPINGNatural DisastersTerrorist AttacksInequality In Wealth DistributionNOW Is The Time
For SHTF PreppingDID YOU LIKE THIS BOOK?ABOUT THE AUTHORINTRODUCTIONI want
to thank you and congratulate you for buying this book ‘Survival: The Ultimate Outdoor Survival
Guide for Staying Alive and Surviving In The Wilderness’.This new edition has been completely
revised and updated in December 2018. This book has lots of actionable information on how to
prep to survive in the wilderness or a dangerous situation.The phrase “it’s a jungle out there” is
more relevant to the world today than it ever was before. Some people are too scared to admit
this is the case. However, just look at how things have shaped up over the decades.Terrorist
attacks have become more and more prevalent. First Al Qaeda, now ISIS. Their teachings and
beliefs only seem to have become more radical, with recorded beheadings making the rounds
more than ever.That is not all; with global warming becoming a bigger problem each day, it only
looks like a matter of time before hurricanes and such kind becomes normal fair.How do you
stave off a natural disaster coming at you? What about wars? It would be naïve to believe that if
a third world war were to come about, it would take the pattern of the previous two world
wars.Weapons have evolved to a frankly terrifying point. Nations have stockpiles of nuclear
weaponry these days; weaponry so devastating that it would take tens of thousands of years for
the world to heal if they were ever used.Moreover, too many people have guns in today’s world,
especially in the US. It is much more probable for an all-out war to break out today than at any
other point in history. Looking at all these factors, it makes sense to prep yourself for survival. If
all hell were to break loose, and this isn’t a stretch by any means, only those who have trained
and prepared for this situation will actually survive.This book will teach you exactly how to
increase your odds of survival.Here is what we will discuss:● Chapter 1 – The Survival Rules of
Three: If you are going to survive in the wilderness, at a bare minimum you need to be familiar
with the Survival Rules of Three. According to these rules, you cannot survive three minutes
without air, three hours without shelter, three days without water, three weeks without food and
three months without hope.● Chapter 2 – The Mindset Of A Survivor: More important than
anything else when trying to survive is having the right mindset. Given the circumstances, you
can have all the right tools, food and water you need to live for a while. But if you don’t have the
will to live, you are not going to last long. ● Chapter 3 – How To Prepare Your Survival Kit:
Preparing a survival kit is very important. Having such a kit will simplify food, clothing and shelter
issues. You will learn some first and second-tier tools that you must include in your kit if you want
to survive long-term. ● Chapter 4 – How To Make A Base Camp In The Wilderness: Finding or
building a basic shelter should be a higher priority than finding water or food. Your body
temperature can drop or increase rapidly without proper shelter. In this chapter, you will learn
how to choose and prepare the right location for your shelter, and how to make your shelter. ●
Chapter 5 – How To Find Water: Water is crucial for survival. You cannot survive without it for
more than a few days. In this chapter, you will learn how to find water in the wilderness. ●
Chapter 6 – How To Purify Water: Once you have found water in the wild, you won’t be able to
drink it right away, most of the time. In this chapter, you will learn different methods of purifying



water, so you can drink it safely and stay hydrated. ● Chapter 7 – How To Preserve Water: After
having gone through all the trouble of finding and purifying water, you want to apply the
survivor’s mindset and think ahead. Don’t drink all the water at once, but preserve some for the
near future. This chapter teaches you how to do that. ● Chapter 8 – How To Make A Fire: It will
be difficult to survive long-term in the wild without being able to make fire. Fire provides warmth,
allows you to cook animals and other food you hunted or found in the wild, and also keeps big
animals away at night. In this chapter, you will learn everything you need to know to make a fire,
with or without a lighter. ● Chapter 9 – How To Find Food: You can last without food for much
longer than without water. However, the longer you don’t eat anything, the lower your focus and
energy levels will be, making it more difficult to find food. In this chapter, you will learn how you
can prevent starvation by stocking foods, foraging, hunting, and setting traps. ● Chapter 10 –
How To Preserve Food: As with water, you will want to preserve some food after you have gone
through the trouble of finding and cooking it. In this chapter, you will learn the basics of food
preservation. ● Chapter 11 – How To Defend Yourself: If you have followed along so far, you will
now know how to keep your head cool in the wild, create a base camp, how to make a fire, how
to find water and food, and how to preserve both. With all of this in place, you will be able to
survive in the wild for a long time. However, the one thing that can threaten your survival is other
people and wild animals. This means you ought to find ways of defending yourself when
situation demands. In this chapter, you will learn how to do so by improvising your weaponry and
mastering a number of hands-on self-defense techniques. ● Chapter 12 – How To Apply First
Aid: Regardless of how much you prepare, chances are you will still get hurt when attacked in
the wild. In that case, having first aid skills can make your life a lot smoother. In this chapter, you
will learn the basics of first aid, how to prepare your first aid kit, and how to maintain a survivor’s
mindset when you or a loved one are hurt. ● Chapter 13 – Conclusion: In the final chapter, we
will wrap things up. After reading this book, it is time to implement the survival hacks you have
learned. True mastery comes from practice!I hope you are excited! Let’s begin.1. THE
SURVIVAL RULES OF THREEIf you are going to survive in the wilderness, at a bare minimum
you need to be familiar with the Survival Rules of Three. This is an old and well-known rule that
is said to originate from the Survival, Evasion, Resistance and Escape (SERE) program that is
used in the U.S. military.According to the Survival Rules of Three, you cannot survive:Three
minutes without airThree hours without shelterThree days without waterThree weeks without
foodThree months without hope***Three Minutes Without AirSafety comes first. Your body
cannot go without oxygen for more than three minutes. If you have every tried to count how long
you can hold your breath under water, you know what I am talking about. If you cannot breathe
for more than three minutes, you will likely lose consciousness. And unless the circumstances
change, you will die shortly after.The moments immediately following a disaster are the most
crucial for your survival. You and your loved ones will likely experience panic, shock and fear. But
this is why you prepare for surviving a disaster: so you know what to do when it hits. And the first
thing you need to ensure is that you can breathe.***Three Hours Without ShelterNext up is



finding shelter, to regulate your body temperature. This is even more important in harsher
conditions. If you cannot find protection from the elements in the hours after a disaster strikes,
you run the risk of dying due to overheating (hyperthermia) or undercooling ().Look for shelter
first, and only start thinking about long-term survival after you have found it.***Three Days
Without WaterThe next thing the body needs most after oxygen is water. The body of an average
adult consists for 50 to 65% of water, and for babies it is even 75%. On average, and depending
on the temperature outdoors, you can do without water for three days. If it is warm, you will need
water sooner. If it is cooler, you will be able to last a bit longer.In any case, finding water should
be your number one priority. Water does so much more than simply ending your thirst. Ever
wondered why you are thirsty in the first place? Because water does so many wonderful things
for your health:Allows the cells of your body to grow and surviveHelps to digest and metabolize
foodHelps to deliver oxygen throughout the bodyAnd that is just the tip of the iceberg. Water is
like the oil in a car engine. Without it, the whole thing just falls apart. Dehydration causes your
heart rate and breathing to become more rapid, you will get headaches, become dizzy, and
ultimately you will lose consciousness and die.Therefore, after you have found shelter, make
sure you find water next.***Three Weeks Without Food
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Jerry W Mosley, “How our ancestors did things and how they survived. I Love most books like
this but a lot of them are like reading the same book over and over like they are written by the
same people I have several of Amazon Ebooks on the subject and I don't see much of anything I
have not seen in all of them the one book that I have seen a little of is the Lost ways and I haven't
been able to afford it yet but I will one of theis days most of the dosen books or so I all ready
know and learned when I was a kid in the Boy scouts when they were really boy scouts”

Dmitry, “take this book in your backpack before going to a wood. An outstanding book about
Outdoor Survival! I hope that I will never find myself in the situation when I need to apply the
advice from this book. But now I'm sure that if I get into some extreme situation, I'll know how to
act. And it's only thanks to this book!”

STEVEN TINSLEY, “VERY GOOD BOOK. Great Survival manual for staying alive out in the wild!”

Harry_wmp, “Great Read. Great read with some really useful tips for a survival situation or just
showing off when camping ;)”

John, “Five stars. Great little book on my kindle . Many thanks would recommend this product”

Anca Niculae, “good book to have around. loads of interesting tips to know, good book to have
around!”

Alessandro, “Un buon libro peccato che sia solo in inglese. Un buon libro peccato che sia solo in
inglese anche se molto facile da capire e facilmente traducibile con una qualunque applicazione
gratuita. Formato Kindle facile da scaricare in un secondo.Il libro descrive situazioni di
sopravvivenza survival estremo come comportarsi come riuscire a sopravvivere e come lottare
per salvare la propria vita e quella dei compagni nel caso, diciamo che è molto fantasioso quindi
non da prendere alla lettera, diciamo che fa degli esempi su situazioni che posso capitare se si
fa campeggio escursioni in montagna e magari si è lontani dalla città si è da soli, non funziona il
cellulare ci si ferisce si ha a che fare con animali selvatici e incidenti vari che posso accadere
comunemente e non.”

The book by Gavin Williams has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 69 people have provided feedback.
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